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The sociopathic norm sets the norm. A cult that behaves like a Cloud-Atlas mosaic that is very much a crime ring. They are academic and humanitarian cult-figures involve in both academic and financial fraud. Frighteningly messianic when first spotted they present themselves as loving creatures, with false claims of altruism and benevolence, but capable of horrid acts of hatred and malice. Completely oblivious to their actions they resort to different fraudulent means to further their fame and fortune. Controlling each other by imposing brutal tactics meant to keep a group from leaving or exposing the cult. Nevertheless, a scattered cult, they can seem oblivious and unaware of each other but share an interrelated existence that ends in murder and genocide. By which their followers are complacent in the actions of the mosaic of the norm.

They are a cult-phenomenon of flaw-decision makers that went world-wide at the dawn of the Windows XP revolution. Which has led to risky decision-making with the decline of the religious state to the fruition of a pathological mass-movement – with a rising favoritism toward racial supremacy, at a planetary scale. Knowing no bounds, they pose an existential threat to the natural and social order since they will tear apart the Scientific Age to justify their actions and existence.
The only avenue, to prevent cry havoc amongst their followers, that may lead them to mass suicide when the mosaic is expose, is to break them apart and prosecute the sociopathic norm to regain natural and social harmony in the Scientific Age.